We study (quasi-)twilled pre-Lie algebras and the associated L ∞ -algebras and differential graded Lie algebras. Then we show that certain twisting transformations on (quasi-)twilled pre-Lie algbras can be characterized by the solutions of Maurer-Cartan equations of the associated differential graded Lie algebras (L ∞ -algebras). Furthermore, we show that O-operators and twisted O-operators are solutions of the Maurer-Cartan equations. As applications, we study (quasi-)pre-Lie bialgebras using the associated differential graded Lie algebras (L ∞ -algebras) and the twisting theory of (quasi-)twilled pre-Lie algebras. In particular, we give a construction of quasi-pre-Lie bialgebras using symplectic Lie algebras, which is parallel to that a Cartan 3-form on a semi-simple Lie algebra gives a quasi-Lie bialgebra. Contents 0 MSC: 16T10, 17A30, 17B30, 17B60
Quasi-Lie bialgebras were introduced by Drinfeld in [15] as the classical limits of quasi-Hopf algebras. Then Kosmann-Schwarzbach in [19] found an elegant way to express the structure of quasi-Lie bialgebras by the "big bracket", which was first defined by Kostant and Sternberg [22] and introduced into the theory of Lie bialgebras by Lecomte and Roger [26] . In 1999, Roytenberg generalized the above idea to Lie bialgebroids and quasi-Lie bialgebroids using the language of supermanifold [35] . The notion of twisting operation as a useful tool to construct new quasi-Hopf algebras was introduced by Drinfeld and its classical limit leads to the notion of twisting operation on quasi-Lie bialgebras, which provides a way to analyze double theory of (quasi-)Lie algebras and construct new (quasi-)Lie bialgebras [5, 19] . From the viewpoint of Poisson geometry, twisting operations were studied in detail by Kosmann-Schwarzbach [21] and Roytenberg [36] . See [39] for more details of twisting operations on associative algebras.
The aim of this paper is to develop the theory of (quasi-)pre-Lie bialgebras along the philosophy of Kosmann-Schwarzbach [19] and Roytenberg [36] and to use twisting operations on pre-Lie algebras to study the double theory of (quasi-)pre-Lie algebras.
Pre-Lie algebras (or left-symmetric algebras) are a class of nonassociative algebras coming from the study of convex homogeneous cones, affine manifolds and affine structures on Lie groups, deformation of associative algebras and then appeared in many fields in mathematics and mathematical physics, such as complex and symplectic structures on Lie groups and Lie algebras, integrable systems, Poisson brackets and infinite dimensional Lie algebras, vertex algebras, quantum field theory, operads and so on. See [6, 11, 27, 31] , and the survey article [10] and the references therein for more details. In recent papers [4, 13] , the new integration theory for pre-Lie algebra was introduced as a tool to develop the deformation theory controlled by pre-Lie algebras, which can be used to prove that Kapranovs L ∞ algebra structure on the Dolbeault complex of a Kähler manifold is homotopy abelian and independent of the choice of Kähler metric up to an L ∞ isomorphism.
The notion of pre-Lie bialgebra (or left-symmetric bialgebra) was introduced by Bai in [2] . This structure is equivalent to that of para-Kähler Lie algebra, which is a symplectic Lie algebra with a decomposition into a direct sum of the underlying vector spaces of two Lagrangian subalgebras. See [8, 17, 23, 24] for more details about para-Kähler Lie algebras and applications in mathematical physics. The notion of coboundary pre-Lie bialgebra leads to an analogue of the classical Yang-Baxter equation, called an "S-equation". A symmetric solution of this equation, called an "s-matrix", gives a pre-Lie bialgebra and a para-Kähler Lie algebra naturally. Recently, pre-Lie bialgebroid (or left-symmetric bialgebroid) was introduced as a geometric generalization of a pre-Lie bialgebra and the authors developed the Manin triple theory for pre-Lie algebroids [30] . As was pointed out in [2] by Bai, pre-Lie bialgebras have many properties similar to those of Lie bialgebras given by Drinfeld [14] . It is well known that a symplectic structure on a Lie algebra gives a non-degenerate skew-symmetric r-matrix. Similarly, a Hessian structure on a pre-Lie algebra, which corresponds to an affine Lie group G with a G-invariant Hessian metric [37] , also gives a non-degenerate symmetric s-matrix. Furthermore, since Lie bialgebra and the classical Yang-Baxter equation can be regarded as classical limits of the Hopf algebra and quantum Yang-Baxter equation [7] respectively, the analogy mentioned above, the pre-Lie bialgebra and S-equation suggest that there might exist pre-Hopf algebra and quantum S-equation as an analogue of the Hopf algebra and quantum Yang-Baxter equation, respectively. We expect that our future study will be related to the theory of quantum groups.
We shall review the definition of (quasi-)Lie bialgebras in Kosmann-Schwarzbach's big bracket theory and twisting operations on (quasi-)Lie bialgebras. A quasi-Lie bialgebra structure on a vector space V is defined by a triple (µ, γ, ϕ) of elements in ∧ • (V ⊕ V * ), with µ : ∧ 2 V → V, γ : ∧ 2 V * → V * and φ ∈ ∧ 3 V * , such that {µ + γ + φ, µ + γ + φ} = 0, where {−, −} is the graded Poisson bracket defined by {V, V} = {V * , V * } = 0 and {V, V * } = V, V * . Note that a Lie bialgebra is a quasi-Lie bialgebra with φ = 0. Let Θ = µ + γ + φ denote the quasi-Lie bialgebra structure on V. By definition, the twisting of the structure Θ by r ∈ ∧ 2 V is a canonical transformation:
where X r = {−, r} and Θ r is the result of twisting. We recall some basic conclusions for this twisting operations. For the case Θ = µ, this structure corresponds to the Lie bialgebra such that the Lie algebra structure on g * is trivial. If r is a solution of a Maurer-Cartan equation:
where {−, −} µ := {{µ, −}, −}, then the result of twisting Θ r = µ + {µ, r} is a Lie bialgebra structure on V. Since the bracket {−, −} µ restricted to V is just the Schouten bracket on the Lie algebra (V, µ), r is a solution of the classical Yang-Baxter equation. Thus an r-matrix can be obtained through the twisting operation on a Lie bialgebra. Similarly, for the case Θ = µ + φ, this structure corresponds to the quasi-Lie bialgebra such that the Lie algebra structure on g * is trivial. The twisted r-matrix can also be obtained through the twisting operation on this quasi-Lie bialgebra [36] . The twisted r-matrices, more generally twisted Poisson structures, appeared in string theory and topological field theory [18, 34] .
In Section 3, using only a canonical bigraded system of the graded Poisson algebra on ∧ • (V ⊕ V * ), a canonical bigraded Lie algebra system on C * (G, G) = ⊕ n≥1 Hom(∧ n−1 G ⊗ G, G) is introduced, where G = g 1 ⊕ g 2 is a vector space decomposed into two subspaces g 1 and g 2 and the graded Lie bracket on C * (G, G) is given by Matsushima-Nijenhuis bracket. Then we introduce the notions of (quasi-)twilled pre-Lie algebras. See [20] and [39] for more details on twilled Lie algebras and twilled associative algebras respectively. By the derived bracket construction in [20] , we show that there are L ∞ -algebras and differential graded Lie algebras associated to quasitwilled pre-Lie algebras and twilled pre-Lie algebras respectively. This is the foundation of the whole paper.
In Section 4, we first study the twisting operation on a pre-Lie algebra G = g 1 ⊕ g 2 with a decomposition into two subspaces g 1 and g 2 . In particular, solutions of the Maurer-Cartan equations of the aforementioned L ∞ -algebras and differential graded Lie algebras give rise to special twisting of quasi-twilled pre-Lie algebras and twilled pre-Lie algebras respectively. Then, we consider the semidirect product pre-Lie algebra associated to a bimodule over a pre-Lie algebra. It is a twilled pre-Lie algebra naturally and we show that the O-operators given in [3] , which play an important role in study of the bialgebra theory of pre-Lie algebras and L-dendriform algebras, are just solutions of the Maurer-Cartan equation of the associated gLa. See [1, 9, 25, 39] for more details about O-operators on Lie algebras and associative algebras and applications in mathematical physics. Finally, we consider the quasi-twilled pre-Lie algebra constructed by a 2-cocycle associated to a bimodule over a pre-Lie algebra. We obtain the notion of twisted O-operator through the solution of a Maurer-Cartan equation of the associated L ∞ -algebra, which is similar to the notion of twisted r-matrix on a Lie algebra. This part plays essential role in our later study of the theory of (quasi-)pre-Lie bialgebras.
In Section 5, we first recall the notions of pre-Lie bialgebra and Manin triple for pre-Lie algebras. Note that a Manin triple for pre-Lie algebras can be seen as a twilled pre-Lie algebra with a nondegenerate invariant skew-symmetric bilinear form. For the twilled pre-Lie algebra (g⋉ ad * ,−R * g * , g, g * ), using the twisting theory of a twilled pre-Lie algebra given in Section 4 and the twisting transformation preserves the nondegenerate skew-symmetric bilinear form, we recover the notions of S -equation and s-matrix given in [2] naturally. In particular, as an r-matrix on a Lie algebra g can be described by the solution of a Maurer-Cartan equation of a gLa defined by the Schouten bracket on ∧ • g, we find that an s-matrix on a pre-Lie algebra can also be described by the solution of a Maurer-Cartan equation of a gLa on the tensor space ⊕ k≥1 (∧ k−1 g ⊗ g ⊗ g), which is transferred from the gLa associated to the twilled pre-Lie algebra (g ⋉ ad * ,−R * g * , g, g * ). This is beyond the observation in [2] .
In Section 6, we first give the notions of quasi-pre-Lie bialgebra and quasi-Manin triple for pre-Lie algebras. Note that a quasi-Manin triple for pre-Lie algebras can be seen as a quasi-twilled pre-Lie algebra with a nondegenerate invariant skew-symmetric bilinear form. Then we show that the equivalence between quasi-pre-Lie bialgebras and quasi-Manin triples. For the quasi-twilled pre-Lie algebra (g ⋉ ad * ,−R * ,φ g * , g, g * ) associated to a 2-cocycle φ : g × g → g * with the coefficient in the bimodule (g * ; ad * , −R * ), using the twisting theory of a quasi-twilled pre-Lie algebra given in Section 4 and the twisting transformation preserves the nondegenerate skew-symmetric bilinear form, we obtain the notion of twisted s-matrix, which gives rise to a new quasi-pre-Lie bialgebra. At last, we give a construction of quasi-pre-Lie bialgebras using symplectic Lie algebras. Recall that a symplectic (Frobenius) Lie algebra is a Lie algebra g equipped with a nondegenerate 2-
It was shown by [12] that there exists a compatible pre-Lie algebra structure · g on g given by
Then (g, g * , Φ) is a quasi-pre-Lie bialgebra. This result is parallel to that a Cantan 3-form φ ∈ ∧ 3 g * on a semisimple Lie algebra g defined by
gives a quasi-Lie bialgebra, where (−, −) is the Killing form on g. Then we give an example of a quasi-pre-Lie bialgebra from a 4-dimensional symplectic Lie algebra and construct some twisted s-matrices on this quasi-pre-Lie bialgebra.
In this paper, all the vector spaces are over algebraically closed field K of characteristic 0 and finite dimensional. Definition 2.1. A pre-Lie algebra is a pair (g, · g ), where g is a vector space and · g : g⊗g −→ g is a bilinear multiplication satisfying that for all x, y, z ∈ g, the associator (x, y, z) = (x· g y)· g z−x· g (y· g z) is symmetric in x, y, i.e.
Let (g, · g ) be a pre-Lie algebra. The commutator [x, y] g = x · g y − y · g x defines a Lie algebra structure on g, which is called the sub-adjacent Lie algebra of (g, · g ) and denoted by g c . Furthermore, L : g −→ gl(g) with x → L x , where L x y = x · g y, for all x, y ∈ g, gives a module of the Lie algebra g c of g. See [10] for more details. 
In the sequel, we will simply call V a g-bimodule if there is no confusions possible. It is obvious that (K; ρ = 0, µ = 0) is a g-bimodule, which we call the trivial bimodule.
In fact, (V; L, R) is a bimodule of a pre-Lie algebra g if and only if the direct sum g ⊕ V of vector spaces is a pre-Lie algebra (the semi-direct product) by defining the multiplication on g⊕V by (
By a straightforward calculation, we have 
In the following, (V * ; L * − R * , −R * ) is called the dual bimodule of the bimodule (V; L, R). Let R : g → gl(g) be a linear map with x → R x , where the linear map R x : g −→ g is defined by R x (y) = y · g x, for all x, y ∈ g. Then (g; L = L, R = R) is a bimodule, which we call the regular bimodule. The dual bimodule of the regular bimodule (g; L, R) is just the bimodule (g * ; ad * = L * − R * , −R * ) over g.
The cohomology complex for a pre-Lie algebra (g, · g ) with a bimodule (V; L, R) is given as follows. The set of n-cochains is given by Hom(∧ n−1 g⊗g, V), n ≥ 1. For all φ ∈ Hom(∧ n−1 g⊗g, V), the coboundary operator δ : Hom(∧ n−1 g ⊗ g, V) −→ Hom(∧ n g ⊗ g, V) is given by
for all x i ∈ g, i = 1, · · · , n + 1. In particular, we use δ T (δ reg ) to refer the coboundary operator associated with the trivial bimodule (the regular bimodule).
A permutation σ ∈ S n is called an (i, n − i)-unshuffle if σ(1) < · · · < σ(i) and σ(i + 1) < · · · < σ(n). If i = 0 and i = n, we assume σ = Id. The set of all (i, n − i)-unshuffles will be denoted by S (i,n−i) . The notion of an (i 1 , · · · , i k )-unshuffle and the set S (i 1 ,··· ,i k ) are defined analogously.
Let g be a vector space. We consider the graded vector space C * (g, g) = ⊕ n≥1 C n (g, g) = ⊕ n≥1 Hom(∧ n−1 g ⊗ g, g). It was shown in [11, 33, 41] that C * (g, g) equipped with the Matsushima-Nijenhuis bracket
is a gLa, where P ⋄ Q ∈ C p+q+1 (g, g) is defined by
In particular, π ∈ Hom(⊗ 2 g, g) defines a pre-Lie algebra if and only if [π, π] MN = 0. If π is a pre-Lie algebra structure, then
2.2. L ∞ -algebras and Maurer-Cartan equations. The notion of an L ∞ -algebras was introduced by Stasheff in [38] , see [28, 29, 32] for more details.
Definition 2.4. An L ∞ -algebra is a graded vector space g equipped with a collection of linear maps l k : ∧ k g → g of degree 2 − k for k ≥ 1, where the exterior powers are interpreted in the graded sense and the following relation is satisfied for all n ≥ 1 :
Remark 2.5. The sign in (5) was taken from [16] . With this sign convention, all terms of the Maurer-Cartan equation has +1-signs. This sign convention is related to the original one in [28, 29] 
is called the Maurer-Cartan equation.
Let (g, [−, −] g , d) be a dgLa. We define the derived degree by |x| d = |x| + 1 and a new bracket by
The new bracket is called the derived bracket [20] . It is well known that the derived bracket is a graded Leibniz bracket on g. Remark that the derived bracket is not graded skew-symmetric in general. We recall a basic proposition.
, which is a Leibniz algebra of formal series with coefficients in g. The square zero condition d t • d t = 0 is equivalent to
We define an i-ary bracket product N i by
Let V be a graded vector space, we define the suspension operator s : V → sV by assigning V to the graded vector space sV with (sV) i := V i−1 . There is a natural degree 1 map s : V → sV that sends v ∈ V to its suspended copy sv ∈ sV. Likewise, the desuspension operator s −1 changes the grade of V according to the rule (s
Definition 2.8. ( [40] ) Define an i (i ≥ 1)-ary derived bracket l i on sg by
More precisely, l i is defined by
3. Twilled and quasi-twilled pre-Lie algebras 3.1. Lift and bidegree.
Let g 1 and g 2 be two vector spaces. The elements in g 1 are denoted by x, y, x i and the elements in g 2 are denoted by u, v, v i . Let c : ∧ n−1 g 2 ⊗ g 2 → g 1 be a linear map. We define a linear map
In general, for a given linear map f :
The linear mapf is called a horizontal lift of f , or simply a lift. For example, the lifts of linear maps α : g 1 ⊗ g 1 → g 1 , β : g 1 ⊗ g 2 → g 2 and γ : g 2 ⊗ g 1 → g 2 are given bŷ
respectively. Let H : g 2 → g 1 be a linear map whose lift is given byĤ(
and l (resp. k) is the number of g 1 (resp. g 2 ). For instance,
The space ∧ n−1 (g 1 ⊕ g 2 ) ⊗ (g 1 ⊕ g 2 ) can be expended into the direct sum of g l,k , l + k = n. For example,
. It is obvious that
where the isomorphism is the horizontal lift.
has a bidegree l|k, if the following four conditions hold:
(iv) All the other case, f (X) = 0. We denote a linear map f with bidegree l|k by || f || = l|k.
We call a linear map f homogeneous if f has a bidegree. We have l + k ≥ 0, k, l ≥ −1 because n ≥ 1 and l + 1, k + 1 ≥ 0. For example, the liftĤ ∈ C 1 (g 1 ⊕ g 2 , g 1 ⊕ g 2 ) of H : g 2 → g 1 has the bidegree −1|1. The linear mapsα,β,γ ∈ C 2 (g 1 ⊕ g 2 , g 1 ⊕ g 2 ) given by (11) , (12) and (13) have the bidegree ||α|| = ||β|| = ||γ|| = 1|0. Naturally we obtain a homogeneous linear map of the bidegree 1|0,μ :=α +β +γ.
Observe thatμ is a multiplication of the semi-direct product type,
Even thoughμ is not a lift (there is no µ), we still use the symbol for our convenience below.
By the definition of bidegree, we obtain the following lemmas.
be homogeneous linear maps and the bidegrees of f i be different. Then
Lemma 3.4. If || f || = l f |k f and ||g|| = l g |k g , then [ f, g] MN has the bidegree l f + l g |k f + k g .
3.2.
Twilled and quasi-twilled pre-Lie algebras. Let (G, * ) be a pre-Lie algebra with a decomposition into two subspaces G = g 1 ⊕ g 2 . Then we have Lemma 3.5. Any 2-cochain π ∈ C 2 (G, G) can be uniquely decomposed into four homogeneous linear maps of bidegrees 2| − 1, 1|0, 0|1 and −1|2, π =φ 1 +μ 1 +μ 2 +φ 2 .
Proof. By (14), the space C 2 (G, G) is decomposed into four subspaces
where (i| j) is the space of linear maps of the bidegree i| j. Thus, by Lemma 3.2, π is uniquely decomposed into homogeneous linear maps of bidegrees 2| − 1, 1|0, 0|1 and −1|2.
The pre-Lie algebra multiplication * of G can be uniquely decomposed by the canonical projections G → g 1 and G → g 2 into eight multiplications:
For convenience, we also use π to denote the multiplication * , i.e. π((x, u), (y, v)) := (x, u) * (y, v).
Denote π =φ 1 +μ 1 +μ 2 +φ 2 as in Lemma 3.5. Then we havê
Note thatφ 1 andφ 2 are lifted linear maps of φ 1 (x, y) := x * 2 y and φ 2 (u, v) := u * 1 v, respectively.
Lemma 3.6. The Maurer-Cartan equation [π, π] MN = 0 is equivalent to the following conditions:
Proof. By Lemma 3.3, we have Definition 3.7. Let (G, π) be a pre-Lie algebra with a decomposition into two subspaces G = g 1 ⊕ g 2 and the multiplication structure π =φ 1 +μ 1 +μ 2 +φ 2 . The triple (G, g 1 , g 2 ) is called a quasi-twilled pre-Lie algebra if φ 2 = 0, or equivalently, g 2 is a subalgebra.
By Lemma 3.6, we have Lemma 3.8. The triple (G, g 1 , g 2 ) is a quasi-twilled pre-Lie algebra if and only if the following four conditions hold:
The following theorem shows that a quasi-twilled pre-Lie algebra gives an L ∞ -algebra. Theorem 3.9. Let (G, g 1 , g 2 ) be a quasi-twilled pre-Lie algebra. We define dμ 2 : C m (g 2 , g 1 ) → C m+1 (g 2 , g 1 ), [−, −]μ 1 : C m (g 2 , g 1 ) × C n (g 2 , g 1 ) → C m+n (g 2 , g 1 ) and [−, −, −]φ 1 : C m (g 2 , g 1 ) × C n (g 2 , g 1 ) × C k (g 2 , g 1 ) → C m+n+k−1 (g 2 , g 1 ) by
for all f 1 ∈ C m (g 2 , g 1 ), f 2 ∈ C n (g 2 , g 1 ), f 3 ∈ C k (g 2 , g 1 ). Then (C * (g 2 , g 1 ),
Proof. We set d 0 := [μ 2 , −] MN . By (24) and the fact that (C * (G, G), [−, −] MN ) is a gLa, we deduce that (C * (G, G), [−, −] MN , d 0 ) is a dgLa. Moreover, we define
It is straightforward to check that i+ j=n i, j≥0 d i • d j = 0, n ∈ Z ≥0 . Therefore, we have higher derived brackets on sC * (G, G) given by
Moreover, C * (g 2 , g 1 ) is an abelian subalgebra of the gLa (C * (G, G), [−, −] MN ). By Proposition 2.9, our claim follows. Definition 3.10. Let (G, π) be a pre-Lie algebra with a decomposition into two subspaces G = g 1 ⊕ g 2 and the multiplication structure π =φ 1 +μ 1 +μ 2 +φ 2 . The triple (G, g 1 , g 2 ) is called a twilled pre-Lie algebra if φ 1 = φ 2 = 0, or equivalently, g 1 and g 2 are subalgebras of G.
By Lemma 3.6, we have Lemma 3.11. The triple (G, g 1 , g 2 ) is a twilled pre-Lie algebra if and only if the following three conditions hold:
Remark 3.12. By (28) , we obtain thatμ 1 is a pre-Lie algebra multiplication on G = g 1 ⊕ g 2 . Then, by (17),μ 1 | g 1 ⊗g 1 is a pre-Lie algebra multiplication on g 1 , which we denote by (g 1 , * 1 ) and L x v :=μ 1 (x, v), R x v :=μ 1 (v, x) is a bimodule of (g 1 , * 1 ) on the vector space g 2 . Similarly,μ 2 | g 2 ⊗g 2 is a pre-Lie algebra multiplication on g 2 , which we denote by (g 2 , * 2 ) and L v x :=μ 2 
Corollary 3.13. Let (G, g 1 , g 2 ) be a twilled pre-Lie algebra. Then (C * (g 2 , g 1 ), dμ 2 , [−, −]μ 1 ) is a dgLa, where dμ 2 and [−, −]μ 1 are given by (25) and (26) respectively.
Let (V; L, R) be a bimodule of a pre-Lie algebra g. It is obvious that the semi-direct pre-Lie algebra g ⋉ L,R V is a twilled pre-Lie algebra. Let µ denote the semi-direct product structure on g ⊕ V. Thus The following lemma gives the precise formulas of the dgLa (C * (g 2 , g 1 ), dμ 2 , [−, −]μ 1 ) given by Corollary 3.13, which is useful in characterization of O-operators as the solutions of Maurer-Cartan equations and in the definition of S -equations and s-matrices on a pre-Lie algebra. Lemma 3.15. Let (G, g 1 , g 2 ) be a twilled pre-Lie algebra with the structure π =μ 1 +μ 2 . Then (C * (g 2 , g 1 ), dμ 2 , [−, −]μ 1 ) is a dgLa, where dμ 2 and [−, −]μ 1 are given by
The proof follows from a complicated computation and we omit the details.
Twisting on pre-Lie algebras
Let (G, π) be a pre-Lie algebra with a decomposition into two subspaces G = g 1 ⊕ g 2 and the multiplication structure π =φ 1 +μ 1 +μ 2 +φ 2 . LetĤ be the lift of a linear map H : g 2 → g 1 . We set e XĤ (−) := Id + XĤ + It is obvious that the result of twisting of H is also a 2-cochain. The following results are followed from standard arguments in deformation theory. 
Therefore, we obtain that π H = e −Ĥ • π • (eĤ ⊗ eĤ).
Proposition 4.3. The twisting π H is a pre-Lie algebra structure on G, i.e. [π H , π H ] MN = 0.
Then we obtain the following useful lemma.
Corollary 4.4. eĤ : (G, π H ) → (G, π) is an isomorphism between pre-Lie algebras.
Apparently, π H can also be decomposed into the unique four substructures. The twisting operations are completely determined by the following theorem. 
Proof. By the decomposition of bidegree and Lemmas 3.2-3.4, the theorem follows.
In the following, we discuss various cases of twisting operations.
4.1.
Twisting on twilled pre-Lie algebras. Let G = g 1 ⊲⊳ g 2 be a twilled algebra with the multiplication structure π = µ 1 + µ 2 . The twisted structures by H : g 2 → g 1 have the forms:
In Corollary 3.13, we show that there is a dgLa structure (C * (g 2 , g 1 ), dμ 2 , [−, −]μ 1 ) associated to the twilled pre-Lie algebra (G, g 1 , g 2 ). In the following, we show that a solution of the Maurer-Cartan equation in this dgLa can give a new twilled pre-Lie algebra through the twisting operation. Proposition 4.6. Let (G, g 1 , g 2 ) be a twilled pre-Lie algebra and H : g 2 −→ g 1 a linear map. The twisting ((G, π H ), g 1 , g 2 ) is a twilled pre-Lie algebra if and only if H is a solution of the Maurer-Cartan equation in the dgLa (C * (g 2 , g 1 ), dμ 2 , [−, −]μ 1 ) given in Corollary 3.13, i.e.
The condition (41) is equivalent with
Proof. By a direct calculation, we have 
defines a pre-Lie algebra structure on g 2 .
Proof. By Lemma 3.11, we deduce thatμ H 2 is a pre-Lie algebra multiplication on G. Furthermore, the multiplication restricted to g 2 is given by (43).
At the end of this subsection, we consider the caseμ 2 = 0. In this case, the twilled pre-Lie algebra (G, g 1 , g 2 ) is a semi-direct pre-Lie algebra. In the following, we recall the notion of an O-operator on a bimodule over a pre-Lie algebra given in [3] . 
Let (V; L, R) be a bimodule over a pre-Lie algebra (g, · g ). Let µ denote the semi-direct product structure on g ⊕ V. Then Proof. It follows from the following relation:
Furthermore, by Corollary 4.7, we have . Then (V, · T ) is a pre-Lie algebra, where · T is given by
and T is a homomorphism from the pre-Lie algebra (V, · T ) to the pre-Lie algebra (g, · g ).
By the fact [T ,T ]μ = 0 and Proposition 4.6, we have Given an O-operator T : V → g, we have a twilled pre-Lie algebra g ⊲⊳ V T by twisting g ⋉ V by T , where (V T , · T ) is the pre-Lie algebra given by (45) .
Then we have Proposition 4.12. (g; L T , R T ) is a bimodule over the pre-Lie algebra (V, · T ) and the pre-Lie algebra structure on g ⊲⊳ V T is explicitly given by
4.2.
Twisting on quasi-twilled pre-Lie algebras. Let G = g 1 ⊲⊳ g 2 be a quasi-twilled pre-Lie algebra with the structure π = µ 1 + µ 2 + φ 1 . The twisted structures by H : g 2 → g 1 have the forms:
Sinceμ 1 is not a pre-Lie algebra structure, the derived bracket [−, −]μ 1 does not satisfy the graded Jacobi rule in general. However, the space C * (g 2 , g 1 ) still has an L ∞ -algebra structure (dμ 2 , [−, −]μ 1 , [−, −, −]φ 1 ) given in Theorem 3.9. Then we have 
The condition (49) is equivalent with 
Proof. By Lemma 3.8, we deduce thatμ H 2 is a pre-Lie algebra multiplication on G. By the definition ofμ H 2 , we obtain thatμ H 2 | g 2 ⊗g 2 is a pre-Lie multiplication on g 2 . Furthermore, the multiplication on g 2 is given by: H(v) ).
In the following, we consider the caseμ 2 = 0. By a direct calculation, we have Proposition 4.15. Let (g, · g ) be a pre-Lie algebra and V a vector space. Let L, R : g −→ gl(V) be two linear maps with x → L x and x → R x respectively and φ : g × g → V be a linear map. Then g ⊕ V with the multiplication * given by
is a quasi-twilled pre-Lie algebra if and only if (V; L, R) is a bimodule over the pre-Lie algebra g and φ is a 2-cocycle associated to the bimodule (V; L, R). We denote this quasi-twilled pre-Lie algebra by g ⋉ L,R,φ V. 
Let (V; L, R) be a bimodule over a pre-Lie algebra (g, · g ) and φ a 2-cocycle associated to the bimodule (V; L, R). Let µ + φ denote the structure of the quasi-twilled pre-Lie algebra g ⋉ L,R,φ V. Proof. It follows by a direct calculation, we omit the details.
By Corollary 4.14, we have Corollary 4.18. Let T be a φ-twisted O-operator on a bimodule (V; L, R) over a pre-Lie algebra (g, · g ). Then (V, · T,φ ) is a pre-Lie algebra, where · T,φ is given by
and T is a homomorphism from the pre-Lie algebra (V, · T,φ ) to the pre-Lie algebra (g, · g ).
By Proposition 4.13, we have Corollary 4.19. Let T be a φ-twisted O-operator on a bimodule (V; L, R) over a pre-Lie algebra (g, · g ). Let π φ = µ + φ be the structure of the quasi-pre-Lie algebra g ⋉ L,R,φ V.
is a quasi-twilled pre-Lie algebra. Moreover, the quasi-twilled pre-Lie algebra structure on g ⊕ V is explicitly given by
where L T and R T are given by (46) and (47) respectively and x, y ∈ g, ξ, η ∈ g * . Proof. It follows by a direct calculation. We omit the details. Proposition 4.20. Let (g, · g ) be a pre-Lie algebra and (V; L, R) a bimodule over g. Let ϕ : g → V be an invertible 1-cochain. Then the inverse ϕ −1 is a φ-twisted O-operator, in this case, φ = −δϕ.
Proof. We put T = ϕ −1 . The condition (52) is equivalent to
which can be written by
On the other hand, we have δϕ(x, y) = −ϕ(x · g y) + L x ϕ(y) − R y ϕ(x), ∀ x, y ∈ g.
We obtain that δϕ(T (u), T (v)) = −φ(T (u), T (v)).
Pre-Lie bialgebras and s-matrices
In this section, we use the approach of twisting operations on pre-Lie algebras to study pre-Lie bialgebras and Manin triples for pre-Lie algebras.
Definition 5.1. ([2] ) A pre-Lie bialgebra on (g, g * ) consists of the following data:
• A pre-Lie algebra (g, · g ) and a linear map β : g * → g * ⊗g * such that β(ξ), x⊗y = ξ, x· g y ;
• A pre-Lie algebra (g * , · g * ) and a linear map α : g → g⊗g such that α(x), ξ⊗η = x, ξ· g * η satisfying the following properties:
(i) α is a 1-cocycle associated to the module (g ⊗ g; L ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ ad) over the sub-adjacent Lie algebra g c ; (ii) β is a 1-cocycle associated to the module (g * ⊗ g * ; L ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ ad) over the sub-adjacent Lie algebra g * c .
A nondegenerate skew-symmetric bilinear form (−, −) − on a pre-Lie algebra (d,
is a pre-Lie algebra and (−, −) − is a nondegenerate invariant skew-symmetric bilinear form on d.
Example 5.3. Let (g, · g ) be a pre-Lie algebra. Then (d = g ⋉ ad * ,−R * g * , (−, −) − ) is a quadratic pre-Lie algebra, where the nondegenerate invariant skew-symmetric bilinear form (−, −) − is given by
Definition 5.4. A Manin triple for pre-Lie algebras is a triple ((d, · d , (−, −) − ), g 1 , g 2 ), where (d, · d , (−, −) − ) is an even dimensional quadratic pre-Lie algebra, g 1 and g 2 are pre-Lie subalgebras, both isotropic with respect to (−, −) − , and d = g 1 ⊕ g 2 as vector spaces.
Remark 5.5. Let ((d, · d , (−, −) − ), g 1 , g 2 ) be a Manin triple for pre-Lie algebras. Then d = g 1 ⊕ g 2 is a twilled pre-Lie algebra. Thus a Manin triple for pre-Lie algebras can be seen as a twilled pre-Lie algebra with a nondegenerate invariant skew-symmetric bilinear form.
Theorem 5.6. ( [30, 2] ) There is a one-to-one correspondence between Manin triples for pre-Lie algebras and pre-Lie bialgebras.
Let T : g * → g be an O-operator on the bimodule (g * ; ad * , −R * ) over a pre-Lie algebra (g, · g ). Let π be the structure multiplication of the twilled pre-Lie algebra g ⋉ ad * ,−R * g * . By Corollary 4.11, ((g ⊕ g * , π T ), g, g * ) is a twilled pre-Lie algebra. Moreover, by Corollary 4.4, eT : (g ⊕ g * , π T ) → (g ⊕ g * , π) is a pre-Lie algebra isomorphism.
By Corollary 4.10 and Proposition 4.12, we have Proposition 5.7. Let T : g * → g be an O-operator on the bimodule (g * ; ad * , −R * ) over g. Then g * T := (g * , · T ) is a pre-Lie algebra, where · T is given by ξ · T η = ad * T (ξ) η − R * T (η) ξ, ∀ ξ, η ∈ g * . Furthermore, ad * T and −R * T given by
is a bimodule of the pre-Lie algebra g * T on the vector space g. Moreover, the twilled pre-Lie algebra multiplication on g ⊕ g * is explicitly given by Proof. ByT •T = 0, we have eT = Id +T . For all x, y ∈ g, ξ, η ∈ g * , we have which implies that (d = g ⊕ g * , π T ) is a quadratic pre-Lie algebra. It is obvious that eT is an isomorphism from the quadratic pre-Lie algebra (d = g ⊕ g * , π T ) to (d = g ⊕ g * , π).
By Theorem 5.6, Proposition 5.7 and Theorem 5.9, we obtain Corollary 5.10. Let T : g * → g be an O-operator on the bimodule (g * ; ad * , −R * ) over g and T = T * . Then (g, g * T ) is a pre-Lie bialgebra. By Lemma 3.15, we have Corollary 5.11. Let (g, · g ) be a pre-Lie algebra and denote the structure of the semi-direct product pre-Lie algebra g ⋉ ad * ,−R * g * by µ. Then (C * (g * , g), [−, −] µ ) is a gLa, where [−, −] µ is given by (32) with L = ad * and R = −R * .
In the following, we transfer the above gLa structure to the following tensor space. For k ≥ 1, we define Ψ : ∧ k−1 g ⊗ g ⊗ g −→ Hom(∧ k−1 g * ⊗ g * , g) by Ψ(P)(ξ 1 , · · · , ξ k−1 , ξ k ), ξ k+1 = P, ξ 1 ∧ · · · ∧ ξ k−1 ⊗ ξ k+1 ⊗ ξ k , ∀ξ 1 , · · · , ξ k+1 ∈ g * , and Υ : Hom(∧ k−1 g * ⊗ g * , g) −→ ∧ k−1 g ⊗ g ⊗ g by
Obviously we have Ψ • Υ = Id, Υ • Ψ = Id.
Theorem 5.12. Let (g, · g ) be a pre-Lie algebra. Then, there is a graded Lie bracket −, − on the tensor space ⊕ k≥1 (∧ k−1 g ⊗ g ⊗ g) given by
The general formula of P, Q is rather complicated. But for P = x ⊗ y and Q = z ⊗ w, there is a concrete expression.
Moreover, we can obtain the tensor form of an O-operator on a bimodule (g * ; ad * , −R * ) over g. (ii) T = T * if and only ifT ∈ Sym 2 (g). Remark 5. 16 . The definition of S -equation and s-matrix had been introduced by Bai in [2] as an analogue of the classical Yang-Baxter equation and r-matrix respectively. But we obtain these notions through the gLa on the tensor space ⊕ k≥1 (∧ k−1 g ⊗ g ⊗ g), which is different from the approach given by Bai.
For any r ∈ g ⊗ g, define a linear map r ♯ : g * −→ g by
Assume that r ∈ Sym 2 (g) is an s-matrix. By Proposition 5.14, r ♯ : g * −→ g is an O-operator on the bimodule (g * ; ad * , −R * ). By Proposition 5.7, we have ) Let (g, · g ) be a pre-Lie algebra and r ∈ Sym 2 (g) an s-matrix. Then (g * , · r ♯ ) is a pre-Lie algebra, where · r ♯ is given by
and r ♯ is a homomorphism from the pre-Lie algebra (g * , · r ♯ ) to the pre-Lie algebra (g, · g ). We denote this pre-Lie algebra by g * r ♯ . By Theorem 5.9, we have Corollary 5.18. ( [2] ) Let (g, · g ) be a pre-Lie algebra and r ∈ Sym 2 (g) an s-matrix. Then ((d = g ⊕ g * r ♯ , · d , (−, −) − ), g, g * r ♯ ) is a Manin triple for the pre-Lie algebra g and g * r ♯ , where the pre-Lie algebra multiplication · d is given by
, and the bilinear form (−, −) − is given by (55). By Corollary 5.10, we have Corollary 5.19. ( [2] ) Let (g, · g ) be a pre-Lie algebra and r ∈ Sym 2 (g) an s-matrix. Then (g, g * r ♯ ) is a pre-Lie bialgebra.
Quasi-pre-Lie bialgebras and twisted s-matrices
In this section, we use the approach of twisting operations on pre-Lie algebras to study the quasi-pre-Lie bialgebras and quasi-Manin triples for pre-Lie algebras. Definition 6.1. A quasi-pre-Lie bialgebra on (g, g * ) consists of the following data:
• A pre-Lie algebra (g * , · g * ) and a linear map α : g → g⊗g such that α(x), ξ⊗η = x, ξ· g * η ;
• An operation · g : g ⊗ g → g and a linear map β : g * → g * ⊗ g * such that β(ξ), x ⊗ y = ξ, x · g y ; • An element Φ ∈ ∧ 2 g * ⊗ g * satisfying the following properties:
(i) for any ξ ∈ g * ,
where δ T is the formal coboundary operator associated to the trivial bimodule on the structure (g, · g ); (iii) Φ(x, y, z) = Φ(x, z, y) − Φ(y, z, x);
where [x, y] g = x · g y − y · g x for x, y ∈ g; (v) β is a 1-cocycle associated to the module (g * ⊗ g * ; L ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ ad) over the sub-Lie algebra (g * , [−, −] g * ). We denote a quasi-pre-Lie bialgebra by (g, g * , Φ).
where (d, · d , (−, −) − ) is an even dimensional quadratic pre-Lie algebra, g 1 is a subspace and g 2 is a pre-Lie subalgebra, both isotropic with respect to (−, −) − , and d = g 1 ⊕ g 2 as vector spaces. Remark 6.3. Let ((d, · d , (−, −) − ), g 1 , g 2 ) be a quasi-Manin triple. Then d = g 1 ⊕ g 2 is a quasitwilled pre-Lie algebra. Thus a quasi-Manin triple can be seen as a quasi-twilled pre-Lie algebra with a nondegenerate invariant skew-symmetric bilinear form. Example 6.4. Let (g, · g ) be a pre-Lie algebra. If φ : g × g → g * is a 2-cocycle associated to the bimodule (g * ; ad * , −R * ) and satisfies (62) φ(x, y), z − φ(x, z), y + φ(z, x), y = 0.
Then (d = g ⋉ ad * ,−R * ,φ g * , (−, −) − ) is a quadratic pre-Lie algebra, where the nondegenerate invariant skew-symmetric bilinear form (−, −) − is given by (55). Theorem 6.5. There is a one-to-one correspondence between quasi-Manin triples for pre-Lie algebras and quasi-pre-Lie bialgebras.
Proof. Let (g, g * , Φ) be a quasi-pre-Lie bialgebra. We show that ((d = g ⊕ g * , · d , (−, −) − ), g, g * ) is a quasi-Manin triple, where the quasi-twilled pre-Lie algebra structure on g ⊕ g * is given by
where φ(x, y) := Φ(x, −, y) and (−, −) − is given by (55).
By (63) and condition (iii) in the definition of quasi-pre-Lie bialgebra, the bilinear form (−, −) − given by (55) is invariant.
Furthermore, (d = g ⊕ g * , · d ) is a quasi-twilled pre-Lie algebra structure, which is obtained by the following relations:
Conditions (i) and (ii) =⇒ ((x, 0), (y, 0), (z, 0)) = ((y, 0), (x, 0), (z, 0)); Conditions (i) and (iv) =⇒ ((x, 0), (y, 0), (0, ζ)) = ((y, 0), (x, 0), (0, ζ));
Conditions (i) and (v) =⇒ ((0, ξ), (y, 0), (z, 0)) = ((y, 0), (0, ξ), (z, 0)); (g * , · g * ) is a pre-Lie algebra =⇒ ((0, ξ), (0, η), (0, ζ)) = ((0, η), (0, ξ), (0, ζ)); (g * , · g * ) is a pre-Lie algebra and (v) =⇒ ((0, ξ), (0, η), (0, z)) = ((0, η), (0, ξ), (0, z)); (g * , · g * ) is a pre-Lie algebra and (iv) =⇒ ((x, 0), (0, η), (0, ζ)) = ((0, η), (0, x), (0, ζ)).
Conversely, let ((d, · d , (−, −) − ), g 1 , g 2 ) be a quasi-Manin triple. Since the pairing (−, −) − is nondegenerate, g 2 is isomorphic to g * 1 , via ξ, y = (ξ, y) − for all y ∈ g 1 , ξ ∈ g 2 . Under this isomorphism, the skew-symmetric bilinear form (·, ·) − on d is given by (55).
By the invariance of the bilinear form (−, −) − , we deduce that the multiplication between g 1 and g 2 is given by (63).
The rest is a similar proof of the above relations. We omit the details. and x, y ∈ g, ξ, η ∈ g * . Furthermore, (g c ⊕ g * c , ω) is a symplectic Lie algebra, where ω is given by ω(x + ξ, y + η) = ξ, y − η, x , ∀x, y ∈ g, ξ, η ∈ g * .
Proof. By Theorem 6.5, the double structure given by (63) of the quasi-pre-Lie bialgebra (g, g * , Φ) is a quasi-twilled pre-Lie algebra. The first claim follows that (g c ⊕ g * c , [−, −]) is the sub-adjacent Lie algebra of the above quasi-twilled pre-Lie algebra. The second claim follows the invariance of the non-degenerate bilinear form (−, −).
Let T be a φ-twisted O-operator on a bimodule (V; L, R) over a pre-Lie algebra (g, · g ). Let π φ be the structure of the quasi-pre-Lie algebra g ⋉ ad * ,−R * ,φ g * . By Corollary 4.19, ((g ⊕ g * , π T,φ ), g, g * ) is a quasi-twilled pre-Lie algebra. Moreover, by Corollary 4.4, eT : (g ⊕ g * , π T ) → (g ⊕ g * , π) is an isomorphism between pre-Lie algebras.
By Corollary 4.18 and Corollary 4.19, we have Proposition 6.7. Let T : g * → g be a φ-twisted O-operator on the bimodule (g * ; ad * , −R * ) over g. Then g * T,φ = (g * , · T,φ ) is a pre-Lie algebra, where · T,φ is given by (64) ξ · T,φ η = ad * T (ξ) η − R * T (η) ξ + φ(T (ξ), T (η)), ∀ ξ, η ∈ g * .
Moreover, the twilled pre-Lie algebra π T,φ on g ⊕ g * is given by (x, ξ) * (y, η) = (x · g y + ad * ξ T y − R * η T x − T (φ(x, y)) − T (φ(T (ξ), y)) −T (φ(x, T (η))), ad * x η − R * y ξ + ξ · T,φ η + φ(x, y) + φ(T (ξ), y) + φ(x, T (η)), where ad * T and −R * T are given by (56) and x, y ∈ g, ξ, η ∈ g * .
Similar to the Lemma 5.8, we have Lemma 6.8. Let T : g * → g be a φ-twisted O-operator on the bimodule (g * ; ad * , −R * ) over g. Then eT preserves the bilinear form (−, −) − given by (55) if and only if T = T * . Definition 6.13. Let (g, · g ) be a pre-Lie algebra and Φ ∈ ∧ 2 g * ⊗ g * is δ T -closed and satisfies (65). An element r ∈ Sym 2 (g) is called a Φ-twisted s-matrix, or simply twisted s-matrix if r satisfies (66). By Proposition 6.12 and Corollary 4.18, we have Corollary 6.14. Let (g, · g ) be a pre-Lie algebra and r ∈ Sym 2 (g) a Φ-twisted s-matrix. Set φ(x, y) = Φ(x, −, y). Then (g * , · r ♯ ,φ ) is a pre-Lie algebra, where · r ♯ ,φ is given by (67) ξ · r ♯ ,φ η = ad * r ♯ (ξ) η − R * r ♯ (η) ξ + φ(r ♯ (ξ), r ♯ (η)), ∀ ξ, η ∈ g * and r ♯ is a homomorphism from the pre-Lie algebra (g * , · r ♯ ,φ ) to the pre-Lie algebra (g, · g ). We denote this pre-Lie algebra by g * r ♯ ,φ . By Theorem 6.9, we have Corollary 6.15. Let (g, · g ) be a pre-Lie algebra and r ∈ Sym 2 (g) a Φ-twisted s-matrix. Then ((d = g ⊕ g * r ♯ ,φ , · d , (−, −) − ), g, g * r ♯ ) is a quasi-Manin triple, where the pre-Lie algebra multiplication · d is given by (x, ξ) · d (y, η) = (x · g y + r ♯ (ξ) · g y + x · g r ♯ (η) + r ♯ (R * y ξ) − r ♯ (ad * x η) −r ♯ (φ(r ♯ (ξ), y)) − r ♯ (φ(x, r ♯ (η))) − r ♯ (φ(x, y)), ad * x η − R * y ξ +φ(r ♯ (ξ), y) + φ(x, r ♯ (η)) + ξ · r ♯ ,φ η + φ(x, y)), where x, y ∈ g, ξ, η ∈ g * , and the bilinear form (−, −) − is given by (55). By Corollary 6.10, we have Corollary 6.16. Let (g, · g ) be a pre-Lie algebra and r ∈ Sym 2 (g) a Φ-twisted s-matrix. Then (g, g * r ♯ ,φ , Φ) is a quasi-pre-Lie bialgebra. In the following, we use symplectic Lie algebras to construct quasi-pre-Lie bialgebras, which is parallel to that a Cantan 3-form on a semisimple Lie algebra gives a quasi-Lie bialgebra. First, we recall a useful lemma. Lemma 6.17. ( [12] ) Let (g, [−, −] g , ω) be a symplectic Lie algebra. Then there exists a compatible pre-Lie algebra structure · g on g given by (68) ω(x · g y, z) = −ω(y, [x, z] g ), ∀ x, y, z ∈ g. Proposition 6.18. Let (g, [−, −] g , ω) be a symplectic Lie algebra and (g, · g ) its compatible pre-Lie algebra. Define Φ ∈ ∧ 2 g * ⊗ g * by (69) Φ(x, y, z) = ω([x, y] g , z), ∀ x, y, z ∈ g.
Then Φ is δ T -closed and satisfies (65). By the Jacobi identity of the Lie algebra g, δ T (Φ) = 0. Since ω is a symplectic structure on the Lie algebra g, Φ(x, y, z) = Φ(x, z, y) − Φ(y, z, x).
By Example 6.4, Lemma 6.11 and Proposition 6.18, we have
